
When I was young everyday
sneakers served as my
bowhunting footwear.

They were certainly quiet enough for
spot-and-stalk endeavors asked of
Eastern New Mexico’s scattered desert
muleys. Anyways, they were all I
owned. The youth qualifier meant I
was immune to twisted ankles and
stone bruises while traversing rocky
ground and I’d yet to experience sit-
ting in cold while awaiting the arrival
of wary game. After high school, while
expanding my horizons pursuing
black bears and elk in mountain
country, crawling after prairie prong-
horn and alpine mule deer, trying my
hand at sitting in freezing stands
awaiting my first Eastern whitetail,
tennis shoes were quickly discarded
for more substantial footwear.
Garden-variety hiking boots and stan-
dard-issue arctic pacs made for
extreme northern climes were exces-
sively clunky and heavy, but what the
marketplace provided.

Of course that has changed
today, an increasingly specialized,
more serious customer base is
encouraging manufacturers to
design boot models to fill every
niche of the bowhunting sport. 

General Merchandise 
& Special Orders

In the big picture standard
leather or ballistic-fabric medium-
weight hikers fill the bill with many
bowhunters, they serve whether
doing summer yard work or chasing
early-season elk or during Indian
Summer sits for opening-week white-
tail. Products such as Danner’s rugged
Pronghorn, LaCrosse’s affordable

Game Country HD or Under
Armour’s all-new UA Ridge
Runner, as examples, prove
consistent sellers. There
should always be a place on
your shelves for this boot
class, because there will
always be those seeking do-
it-all hiking boots made to
last. 

Alpine hikers and waders
are highly specialized gear,
the former used by mountain
hunters in the most rugged
topography possible, the lat-
ter by die-hard hunters
accessing stands via wet bot-
toms or trekking into
swampy areas seeking trophy
bucks. I really can’t see mov-
ing a lot of these units in an
archery-shop context, but
additional business can be
wrangled by letting cus-
tomers know special orders
are accommodated. This can
mean something as simple as
hanging a sign in your boot-
fitting area stating, “Don’t see
what you want?  We’ll find it
for you!” 

More specifically, selling footwear
to dedicated bowhunters means fill-
ing two major holes in the average be-
all sporting goods outlet, depending
on geographic location and cus-
tomers’ approach to common game
in your region. The most basic cate-
gories are stalking boots and scent-
control/stand-hunting models. 

Sneaky Boots  
Stalking boots are normally a big-

ger concern “Out West” where earlier

seasons and hot late-summer weath-
er, combined with run-n-gun ploys
applied to prairie or mountain game,
are the standard mode of operation.
Even bowhunters guarding water for
prairie goats appreciate an ultra-
lightweight boot on a 90 degree day,
while the extra stealth afforded by a
true stalking boot gives elk or moun-
tain deer hunters an edge.
Remember, too, even in the East, still-
hunting and stalking whitetails aren’t
completely dead concerns, many

Boots Made for Bowhunting
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By Patrick Meitin

The author wore 5mm LaCrosse Mudlite boots dur-
ing a recent Oklahoma whitetail bowhunt.
Temperatures varied from in the low 40s in the morn-
ing to mid 70s during the day with the Mudlite pro-
viding relative comfort throughout the day.

A season preview of the bowhunting-specific
footwear your customers will be looking for

this year; from stealthy early-season stalkers to
late-season insulated goods.
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accomplished bowhunters gravitate
to such challenges to extend their
enjoyment of the sport. And don’t for-
get the spring turkey hunter, a pas-
time generally inviting lighter
footwear. 

Typical warm-weather stalking
boots are extra light and have soft
soles to cushion steps in noisy terrain.
They must also protect feet from
injury. It’s a lot to ask of a hunting
boot, but space-age materials and
modern designs annually improve
boot design, including orthotic-quali-
ty footbed liners protecting feet from
hard knocks. That said, the lightest
stalking boots sacrifice some degree
of protection in extreme terrain.

Danner’s (call 503-251-1100;
www.danner.com) lightweight but

rugged Jackal II GTX represents a per-
fect stalking example. Featuring
stealthy Phantom outsoles and light-
weight uppers, these boots help
bowhunters slip over noisy ground
quietly. They’re offered in Realtree
APG (MSRP $120) or Mossy Oak
Brush ($130). All include 100 percent
waterproof Gore-Tex Extended
Comfort lining which is perfect for
warm-weather pursuits. 

“The new Jackal II’s are an all
around excellent boot for hunting
warmer seasons,” says Justin Behnke,
Danner product line manager for
hunting. “We’re confident bow-
hunters will not only love their light-
weight comfort, but the extra edge
they’ll get from their quiet outsoles.”

For spring turkey, Behnke says
Danner’s line of snake boots are big
sellers anywhere venomous serpents
slither. Whether customers need such
protection or not is beside the point
— many believe they do. Danner
offers both Jackal II and Pronghorn
Snake Boot models.The Jackal II offers
identical stealth qualities as standard
Jackals but with an extended 1,000

denier nylon upper providing 360
degree snake-proof protection. The
Pronghorn version is a bit more sub-
stantial but well suited to calling
turkeys in snake-infested country. 

The LaCrosse (800-323-8001;
www.lacrossefootwear.com) Big
Country is also worth considering; it
combines a full-grain upper with
lightweight 900 denier nylon panels
in Realtree AP. They include abrasion-
resistant toe caps, scent-free and 100
percent waterproof Scent HD lining
and an internal antimicrobial mem-
brane to fight odor-forming bacteria.
The dual-density PU footbed is
removable and the Quad Comfort
Hunt outsole is soft and quiet. They’re
offered in non-insulated versions for
early seasons. The Venom Scent HD is
similar in construction but includes
360 degree snake-proof protection
and heavier 1,000-denier nylon. 

New for 2012, Irish Setter/Red
Wing Shoe Company’s (www.irishset-
ter.com) Outrider Viper (MSRP $169)
is also targeted at snake-wary
hunters. The 17 inch high, non-insu-
lated boot includes SnakeGuard
UltraDry waterproof construction,
convenient side zippers to make
them easy to put on and take off, and
Realtree’s AP camouflage. Ground
Claw outsoles include aggressive rub-
ber cleats and serrated toe for a surer
grip on slippery slopes. An EVA mid-
sole provides shock absorption with-
out undue weight. 

“These boots were made to
answer a need…for a well-construct-
ed, comfortable snake boot,” says
Mark Dindorf, director of Irish Setter
product and marketing for Red Wing
Shoe Company. “They’re perfect for
spring turkey hunting.”   

The name says it all with Rocky
Outdoors’ (800-251-3388; www.rocky-
boots.com) SilentStalkers, a series
incorporating athletic styling and per-
formance features reminiscent of ten-
nis shoes. Steve Graham, marketing
manager for Rocky Outdoor says, “We
have a lot of younger hunters who
aren’t satisfied with classic styles.
They want boots that perform and
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Danner’s Jackal II GTX is par excellence
when it comes to stalking closer to big
game. A special sole makes them quiet
across sticks or gravel, while inner
footbeds provide comfort and Gore-Tex
liners add waterproof qualities.

The Outrider Viper from Irish Setter is a
lightweight early-season boot with snake-
proof protection included. The Viper has a
soft, sensitive outsole to help bowhunters
sneak in close, without worry of venomous
serpents.

Rocky designed the SilentStalker for the
younger set who grew up wearing sneak-
ers, but they also happen to make an
excellent stalking option for any western
bowhunter. They include Gore-Tex
Extended Comfort waterproof/breathable
technology.
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feel like the sneakers they’ve worn
their entire lives.” (Or, older hunters
looking for a stalking advantage…)

The series includes low-top, hiker
and 8-inch models (MSRP $125 to
$160); all with super-flexible outsoles
and a feel similar to cross-training
shoes. They all incorporate Gore-Tex
Extended Comfort technology in
non-insulated designs to keep feet
sweat free in warm weather but also
to repel elements on wet days.
SilentStalkers feature popular
Realtree AP camouflage and incorpo-
rate Rocky’s effective SiQ Atomic
scent-control, plus featherweight
Ortholite dual-density contoured
footbeds and an ultra flexible, two-
part SilentStalker outsole. 

From Robinson Outdoors/
ScentBlocker (call 800-397-1927;
www.robinsonoutdoors.com) the
Waypoint Boa 7” Mountain Pursuit
Hiker (MSRP $220) is as much a
scent-control boot as a western stalk-
er. Scent-control features include a
removable, activated carbon insole
and S3 antimicrobial treated interior.
The Boa name comes from an innov-
ative lacing design including dial and
lace cables allowing customers to
twist and lock the system to create a
custom fit. A non-insulated air-mesh
lining cools hard-working feet, while
the Sympatex 100 percent waterproof
membrane keeps elements out.
Vibram Tsavo rubber lug soles pro-
vide traction on varied terrains and
the supportive full-length midsole
torsion stabilizer aids stability while

climbing or traversing
treacherous ground.

Under Armour
( 8 8 8 - 4 2 7 - 6 6 8 7 ;
www.ua.com) entered
the boot market for
2012 with an innova-
tive line of footwear to
complement their
wildly-popular perfor-
mance clothing line-
up. The feathery 16.7
ounce Speed Freak
(MSRP $170) is the
company’s most obvi-
ous stalking option. It
is a 7 inch hiker with
athletic-shoe mass
and sensitive outsole
to help archers slip
close to game. Cordura
(Mossy Oak Infinity or
Realtree AP) camou-
flage and leather
uppers are lined with
proven Gore-Tex for
100 percent water-
p r o o f / b r e a t h a b l e
qualities. Reinforced
toe cap and heel collar
promote longer life
while the rugged nylon
speed hooks provide
quick lacing without
added weight. An
OrthoLite sock liner
with UA HeatGear technology stimu-
lates circulation during hot weather.

Wolverine’s (call 616-863-4751;
www.wolverine.com) Matlock ICS

Waterproof 8” Boot (MSRP $160) is
the perfect partner for active, warm-
weather hunts, featuring a light-
weight/waterproof full-grain leather
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Robinson's line of scent-control boots
includes the Waypoint Boa Mountain
Pursuit Hiker, a lightweight hiking boot
made for rough terrain but designed to
keep foot odors under control with carbon
and antimicrobial technologies.

The author wore a set of Under Armour
Speed Freak boots during a successful
archery elk season in northern Idaho.
They're agile, feathery and super quiet. In
short, they are a perfect boot for the stalk-
ing bowhunter.

Woverine's Matlock is made for warm-
weather hunts, including a quiet outsole
and overall lightweight construction. The
ICS system includes an adjustable gel heel
disk to protect feet from hard knocks in
rough terrain.

The standard neoprene/rubber knee boot remains wildly
popular with bowhunters for many reasons, including com-
fort, weather-proof qualities and a scent-free nature. Here
Driftwood Media owner Eddie Stevenson stalks western
Oklahoma whitetail in Under Armour's H.A.W.
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outer with wave mesh lining for a
secure and comfortable fit. ICS tech-
nology allows customers to customize
the fit by adjusting the gel disk in the
boot’s heel. A rubber outsole has a
sport-shoe feel for stalking stealth but
also provides durability and support
needed on uneven terrain. The boot is
non-insulated and available in
Brown/Realtree Brown.                    

Stand Ready
Regarding stand boots, weather

protection and scent control go hand
in hand. During moderately warm
weather encountered during most
October openers, and well into the
cool days of November, comfort rat-
ings between 60 and 30 degrees keep
customers covered in a wide variety of
conditions. Neoprene rubber knee
boots have become standard issue
with stand hunters everywhere. They
keep feet comfortable in moderate to
cool weather, keep feet dry while
tromping across muddy fields or
standing water, and most important-
ly, once cleaned of manufacturing
residues, minimize human odors
near stand sites. 

For the scent obsessed there are
products taking things to the extreme,
including activated charcoal liners

(Robinson Outdoors) and specially-
formulated materials to give cus-
tomers confidence they’re leaving no
detectable trace behind. See “Scent
Obsessed” sidebar on page  174.”

When I think stand hunting boots
the LaCrosse’s Alpha Mudlite (MSRP
$110 to 140) come immediately to
mind, providing insulating qualities
on chilly mornings and scent-free
assurance via comfortable neoprene
knee-boots. LaCrosse Alpha
Construction provides multi-layered,
waterproof and scent-free designs
flexible enough to slip on and off eas-
ily. The 5.2 to 5.8 pound boots offer
superior traction and durability, plus
Ankle-Fit technology for a chafe-free
fit. The 18 inch models include
adjustable back gusset strap. The
built-in Aircirc breathable system,
antimicrobial lining and removable
EVA footbed helps keep feet dry from
within, shock-absorbing midsoles
give added protection from rock or
tree steps. The brushed, abrasion-
resistant Brush Tuff bidirectional
nylon exterior is puncture resistant
and shin panels protect against hard
knocks. Alpha Mudlites are available
in 12, 14, 16 or 18 inch models; in
brown (3.5mm neoprene insulation),
Next Camo G-1 (5mm neoprene),
Mossy Oak Infinity (3.5mm) or
Realtree AP (7mm). LaCrosse deems
3.5mm models comfort rated from 80
to minus 20 degrees F, 5mm 70 to
minus 40, 7mm 60 to minus 50 (the
ratings found at the extremes are a bit
optimistic in my estimation). 

“Lacrosse has been creating pre-
mium rubber products since 1897,”
says Justin Behnke, product develop-
ment manager LaCrosse Hunting,
“and the new Mudlite series contin-
ues our tradition of developing innov-
ative products that exceed customers’
expectations.”      

The spanking-new H.A.W. (MSRP
$130) from Under Armour includes a
comfortable, 15.5 inch neoprene
upper for lightweight and waterproof
performance and molded rubber bot-
toms for scent free assurance. These
36.33 ounce boots keep feet warm on
stand, but won’t become a sweat bath
after long hikes. Technical air-mesh
lining assures ample circulation, rout-
ing accumulating perspiration out- www.goattuffproducts.com

For more information contact:

STICK IT 
WITH GOAT TUFF!  

OPTI-VANE™ &  
OPTI-VANE     II
The Optimum Archery Vane™

 

SHOOT IT
WITH  

WORLD’S BEST  
ARCHERY GLUES

OTHER GOAT TUFF Products:  
 

LaCrosse's new Alpha Mudite knee boot
is the epitome of what a stand boot
should be; warm, comfortable and scent
free. Neoprene/rubber construction
makes them snug fitting yet easier to take
on and off than knee boots of the past.
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ward, the OrthoLite sock liner adds
comfort and antimicrobial action,
while an internal memory-foam heel
lock assures a snug but comfortable
fit eliminating abrasion. Rubber bot-
toms extend up the shins, the heel
including aggressive ridges to make
toeing them off easier. The generous
top nylon webbing strap makes
pulling them on effortless. Aggressive
traction outsoles assure sure footing
in mud or snow. Look for them in
Mossy Oak Bottom Land, Realtree AP
or green.

Bogs Footwear’s (800-201-2070;
w w w . b o g s f o o t w e a r . c o m )
Copperhead knee boots are made for
warm to temperate weather, when
mud, water, snake (via Advanced
Puncture protection plus 400
Snakeguard from EMTEX) and scent
protection are required. A slip-on,
seamless four-way inner bootie
wrapped in a tough Cordura outer
shell and 3mm waterproof Neo-Tech
plus 2mm Airmech Insulation offers a
fit that doesn’t need breaking in, while
non-slip, self-cleaning outsoles
assure firm grip on any terrain. The
contoured insole with Thermo-
Molded EVA sock liner, moisture
wicking nylon overlay and Aegis
antimicrobial scent protection cra-

dles the foot and wicks away moisture
for added comfort. The Copperhead’s
18 inch height helps get you through
wet spots, while a pair weighs only 6
pounds. They come with a 100 per-
cent satisfaction guarantee.      

Rocky’s new MudSox rubber boot
collection (MSRP $110 to $130) offers
yet another option. Rocky’s Steve
Graham says, “We expect them to be a
big hit with hunters who want the fea-
tures of a traditional rubber boot but
with much more comfort.”  Mudsox
are built with a snug-fitting, full neo-
prene interior sock with over-molded
rubber surrounding the foot, and the
tops easily roll down during warmer
weather. These breathable, light-
weight boots are designed for chilly,
wet conditions, or anytime scent
management is needed. They feature
self-cleaning, all-terrain outsoles,
large easy-grip handles cut and sewn
through the upper edges, and Rocky’s
effective scent-control system, SiQ
Atomic. They’re offered in Mossy Oak
Infinity, Realtree AP and green, 10 and
16 inch versions, insulated or non-
insulated. 

On a personal note, I was never a

big fan of rubber knee boots in the
past, my narrow foot normally slops
around to chafe and abrade. This isn’t
the case with the newest neoprene-
equipped models from LaCrosse,
Under Armour, Bogs and Muck
(brands I’ve actually worn) – though
I’ve heard complaints from those with
wider feet about new models being
too tight. Fitting is obviously in order,
so make sure to have a bench or chair
so customers can try on boots like
these before buying.

Burrrr!
Depending on location and sea-

son-date closures, extreme cold
weather boots can also prove a wise
inventory choice. Occupying an icy
late season treestand can prove mis-
erable without adequately insulated
winter boots. This might bring to
mind the bulky, heavy pacs mom sent
you to school in when young, boots
that made walking like a penguin
standard operating procedure. Enter,
again, the space age. Cold weather
hunting boots now include better
materials (more efficient insulations)
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It's debatable whether customers actual-
ly need snake-proof protection while
bowhunting, but many belief they do and
that's all that counts. Bogs' Copperhead
knee boot is one of many snake-proof
options in this popular category.

The MudSock is Rocky's answer to the
demand for comfortable neoprene rubber
knee boots. They're extremely comfort-
able, waterproof and perfect for keeping
scent disturbance around stands to a mini-
mum.

The Alpha SST from LaCrosse offers a
comfortable, waterproof and scent-free
cold weather option in a familiar knee-
boot design. It comes in several models,
the 2,000 gram insulated model of most
interest for those bowhunting extreme
cold weather. The style is being held here
by Justin Behnke, the product develop-
ment manager for LaCrosse Hunting.
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and designs making them more
streamlined and much, much lighter,
making walking to distant treestands
and clamoring up slippery screw-in
steps, considerably easier. Boot blan-
kets are another option, transforming
standard hunting boots into cold-
weather gear, allowing for unrestrict-
ed hiking into distant stands, but
once installed providing complete
comfort in nasty weather. I’ve tried
both options without developing a
preference; though today modern
packs have become so feathery I
hardly notice the difference from
heavy-duty hiking boots.

The 4.3 to 5.7 pound Alpha SST
is built around LaCrosse’s familiar
Alpha construction, including con-
toured Ankle-Fit to prevent heel slip-
page, scent free and waterproof pro-
tection and improved cold-weather
performance. Hand-crafted rubber
is layered over insulating neoprene,
including shin guard for climbing
protection and shock-corded top
skirting to seal in heat and keep
snow and debris out. They’re offered
in three 18 inch models insulated
with 3.5mm neoprene, and with
1,200 or 2,000 grams of Thinsulate
Ultra Insulation, and a 12 inch
model with 3.5mm neoprene insula-
tion. The neoprene models are com-
fort rated to minus 20 degree F, the
1,200 minus 60, the 2,000 down to

minus 80 degrees.
The Blaze 1000 (MSRP $140) from

Bogs provides warmth on demand,
but also comfort (via Climatech
Technology), sometimes missing in
cold-weather boots. With both 1,000
grams of Thinsulate and 7mm water-
proof Neo-Tech insulations, the Blaze
1000 locks in heat down to minus 65
degree F while also providing maxi-
mum breathability. Natural hand-
formed rubber and a four-way stretch
outer shell offer a snug fit, the firm-
gripping, self-cleaning lug outsole is
designed to release mud and snow to
assure a sure grip. The Blaze is 100
percent waterproof and includes a
Realtree AP rubber overlay. These 17
inch high boots are also treated with
Aegis antimicrobial agents for scent
control and only weigh 5 pounds per
pair. Like other Bogs products, they
include a 100 percent satisfaction
guarantee.

The Original Muck Boot
Company (877-438-6825; www.muck-
bootcompany.com) recently added
Mossy Oak Break-Up to its extreme-
weather Arctic Pro Camo ($200)

which is  an 8mm neoprene-lined
boot designed for extreme cold
weather. “As the first 8mm, fleece-
lined boot for the outdoor market, we
expect the Arctic Pro to set a new
standard in extreme cold weather
protection,” says Tom Angler, general
manager of Honeywell Safety
Products, footwear division.
“Competing with traditional pac
boots, hunters can now get the boot
in Mossy Oak Break-Up.”

The Arctic Pro Camo utilizes
durable, lightweight rubber outsoles
laminated to 8mm neoprene uppers.
The boot is cradled in a micro-fleece
liner to absorb moisture, keeping
insides warm and dry. Like all Muck
Boots this one also uses a breathable
Airmesh lining to wick away moisture.
The CR foam bootie cushions a 100
percent waterproof boot, vulcanized
so all rubber pieces form a single-
piece, durable outer shell. The EVA
midsole provides shock absorption,
while aggressive Bob-Tracker outsoles
offer impressive traction. Inside, a
removable reinforced Achilles
footbed offers additional shock

Bogs Blaze 1000 offers a comfortable
combination of neoprene and rubber con-
struction with the cold-weather protec-
tion of 1,000 grams of Thinsulate plus
7mm Neo-Tech insulation, for a boot com-
fort rated to minus 65 degrees F.
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absorption, along with a steel shank
for support.          

Robinson/ScentBlocker Dream
Season Wooly Mammoth Extreme Pac
Boot 14” (MSRP $230) are a late-sea-
son whitetail hunter’s dream. They
include the same removable SPF 60
activated carbon fabric filter and
BodyLock technology gaiter as other
Dream Season boots, but also remov-
able 13mm wool liners with warmth-
reflection technology and a remov-
able cork-infused EVA insole shock-
mitigating layer. They’re 100 percent
waterproof and include reinforced
rubber heel and toe and two-layer
camo rubber fabric support frame.
The camo outsole includes dual-den-
sity Rock Shock Air Stabilizer Lugs for
sure grip in slippery conditions, plus
Climb Right heels. They’re covered in
Mossy Oak Treestand camo. 

“The Rocky BlizzardStalker Pro
performs extremely well in snow, sleet
and ice,” says Steven Graham, Rocky’s
marketing manager. “With water-
proof construction and a substantial
1,200 grams of Thinsulate insulation
the BlizzardStalker Pro will keep cus-
tomers’ feet warm and dry in the
harshest winter conditions.”

BlizzardStalkers (MSRP $140) are
built around comfortable molded
EVA footbeds, athletic-lined padded
collars and extended tongues to pro-
vide comfort while walking, without
sacrificing insulating qualities. The
interior includes a removable mesh
PU footbed with TPU heel stabilizer.
The multi-directional Blizzard out-
sole provides excellent traction with-
out collecting snow or mud, the
leather/Cordura upper is 100 percent
waterproof and breathable. The 9

inch, lace-up boot is offered in
black/grey, brown/black and
brown/Mossy Oak Break-Up.    

Under Armour’s Siberia Boot
(MSRP $270) isn’t the warmest winter
boot in this discussion, utilizing
“only” 800 grams of Primaloft insula-
tion, but makes trekking into distant
stands easier via a streamlined design
and an aggressive traction outsole.
The 32.6 ounce Siberia also includes
waterproof/ breathable Gore-Tex lin-
ing and 360 degree high-abrasion
rubber wrap to assure longer boot life,
the 10 inch upper composed of
durable full-grain waterproof leather.
The molded Ortholite footbed and
ETC anti-friction, moisture wicking
insole fabric keep feet dry while hik-
ing. These would make the perfect
option for the cold-weather
bowhunter forced to trek into distant
stands, combined with a boot blanket
while on stand (See the “Extreme
Cold” sidebar on page 175).

Irish Setter designed the
Ladyhawk (MSRP $149) to cater to the
1.2 million woman who annually par-
ticipate in hunting-related activities,
the newest version including 1,000
grams of Thinsulate Ultra Insulation
in a 15 inch knee boot providing cold-
weather comfort. It includes Realtree
AP camouflage, ScentBan antimicro-
bial treatment, easy on/off side zipper
and UltraDry waterproof membrane.
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Muck Boot Company's Arctic Pro Camo is
made for rough weather. The 8mm neo-
prene bootie and fleece lining makes them
warm and comfortable. Rubber outers
also make them waterproof and scent
free, covered in Mossy Oak camouflage.

When it comes to extreme cold weather
Robinson Outdoors has customers covered
with their Wooly Mammoth Xtreme, not
only including warm wool liners, but
ScentBlocker carbon and S3 antimicrobial
scent-controlling technologies.

Rocky's BlizzardStalker includes 1,200
grams of Thinsulate Insulation and molded
EVA footbeds to keep cold at bay from
every angle. They provide a sleek alterna-
tive to bulky pacs, making walking to dis-
tant stands easier.

• Better accuracy right now
• Confidence at long range
• Works with your existing sight
• Controls bow torque

Watch the Square-Up video on our website

SquareUpArchery.com    (860)-663-3949
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Just as important, Irish Setter donates
2 percent of each Ladyhawk purchase
to support The Breast Cancer
Research Foundation. The Ladyhawk
is not just a downsized men’s boot,
but specifically shaped and detailed
to provide superior fit for the female
foot. This includes lower volume heel

cup, adjusted arch support and a
more accommodating collar
designed to maximize performance
and comfort for women, in a light-
weight, streamlined cold-weather
boot. 

“Irish Setter’s Ladyhawk line has
been a great success. We added this
new knee boot to give women more
options,” says Irish Setter Product
Manager Kyle Rackiewicz.

The Wolverine Novack (MSRP
$165) is an 8 inch insulated boot
designed for extreme cold weather. A
full-grain, waterproof leather upper,
teamed with 1,000 denier nylon, wel-
comes rough treatment, while also
keeping rain and snow at bay. A
Vibram Montana rubber lug outsole
conquers snowy or rocky terrain,
including Goodyear Welt construc-
tion for long-lasting durability. The

boot uses 1,000 grams of Thinsulate
Ultra Insulation to keep feet warm in
blizzard conditions, while Wave Mesh
lining assures moisture is pulled away
from feet while hiking. The compres-
sion-molded footbed adds cushion-
ing. Look for them in Brown/Realtree
Brown or Brown/Mossy Oak Break-
Up II.                                                               

The Selling Game 
You may deem hunting boots a

gamble in terms of costly inventory
and valuable stocking space, but let
me offer this: According to statistics
from the National Shooting Sports
Foundation about 15 million hunting
licenses are sold annually, three mil-
lion-plus of these to bowhunters.
Every single one of these potential
hunters needs a pair of boots. 

Kyle Jones, owner of Mountain
Hideaway in Lubbock, Texas, tells me
hunting boots account for nearly 30
percent of his total sales. “Boots wear
out faster than bows and arrows and
other outdoor stuff,” Jones reveals.
“Boots sell – it’s that simple.”

Yet there’s more to selling boots
than stocking them and watching
them fly off the shelves, a healthy
measure of customer service is
required to keep them moving out the
door. Customers contemplating boot
purchases require an average of 30
minutes of attention, according to
Jones. “That’s a lot of time with a sin-
gle customer when the shop is full of
people,” says Jones. “But with an aver-
age profit margin of 40 percent I’ll
also make $50 to $85 on each sale.
That’s well worth my time.”

Jones recommends sales staff be

Under Armour's Siberia includes 800
grams of high-tech Primaloft Insulation,
giving the boot a more streamlined foot-
print than the average cold-weather
option. They are made for hiking, but well
suited to cold stand sits.

The Irish Setter LadyHawk isn't a men's
boot in smaller sizes, but is designed espe-
cially for women's feet and provides 1,000
grams of Thinsulate Ultra insulation. The
company also contributes 2 percent of all
LadyHawks sales to The Breast Cancer
Research Foundation.

The Novak from Wolverine is made for
cold weather, layered with 1,000 grams of
Thinsulate Ultra Insulation, but including
a Wave Mesh interior to assure feet don't
become wet from sweat during active pur-
suits.
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thoroughly acquainted with every
brand carried, trying on various mod-
els/brands to get a real feel for how
particular brands fit. Some run a tad
larger, some smaller, for the stated
size. Understanding such details
allows for more efficient customer fit-
ting. The first order of business is
querying customers carefully, learn-
ing what they’ll be using their boots
for, and what their expectations are. 

The next step, and vitally impor-
tant to successful transactions, is fit-

ting. Use a quality foot gauge to deter-
mine a measured size. Combined
with knowledge of the brands you’re
selling you might recommend a half
size larger or smaller. Jones keeps a 15
degree incline bench on hand,
encouraging customers to walk up
and down it during fitting to check for
heel slip or toe jam.

Jones also keeps a variety of demo
socks on hand (washed regularly),
which he says often lead to additional
sales with customers saying things

such as “These socks feel great!” and
tossing a couple pair atop their boot
purchase. Many boot manufacturers
(Danner and LaCrosse, for instance)
offer socks bearing their brand name.
Remember, too, leather conditioners
and water-proofing products like
Atsko’s Sno-Seal (800-845-2728;
www.atsko.com) also sell, even water-
proof Gore-Tex-type products require
maintenance of the leather exterior
portions to prolong life and improve
performance. 
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Scent management has become a near neurosis
with bowhunters, whitetail hunters in particular.
Many products promise scent-free travel, but in

reality trace odors are still left behind by even the aver-
age knee-high rubber boot. Here are two unique exam-
ples that take scent control to extremes.

Robinson/ScentBlocker goes about scent manage-
ment from a different perspective than standard rubber
knee boots, filtering scent rather than containing it. The
Dream Season Boa Knee Boot 17” includes a front-zip
camouflage nylon stretch-fabric shroud containing the
company’s Boa Lacing System. This is a lace-less, dial-

operated adjustment allowing customers to create a cus-
tom fit. Major scent control comes from the boot’s
removable SPF 60 (Scent Protection Factor 60,
ScentBlocker’s highest rating) activated carbon filter and
BodyLock Technology top gusset. The carbon gaiter
absorbs human odor and allows customers to regenerate
it in a clothes drier. Throughout the boot is a S3 antimi-
crobial lining which aids in odor control, as does the
removable activated carbon insoles with S3 antimicro-
bial treatment and toe-warmer compatibility (just part
of the boot’s warming features). A three-layer wool insu-
lation with mesh air-grid lining keeps feet warm and dry

from the inside, Sympatex 100 percent
waterproof membrane protect feet
from the outside. BrushBlocker
ShinGuard protection and reinforced
rubber toe provide long life while
triple-density RockShock Stabilizer
Lug soles and Climb Right heel furnish
all-terrain traction. They are covered
in Mossy Oak Treestand camouflage.     

Elimitrax (800-630-7290;
www.elimitrax.com) offers another
unique solution to the scent-control
issue. This water-resistant, quiet and
lightweight over-the-boot system
(MSRP $70) uses new plastics technol-
ogy creating a 100 percent odorless
barrier between hunter and ground.
This means no human or even rubber
scent trail for game to detect, a system
so effective professional tracking
hounds were unable to detect wearers
in independent tests. The system cov-
ers customers from ground to thigh,
so no scent is left behind even in taller
foliage. The system includes hard rub-
ber soles and camouflage leggings, all
with adjustable cinch straps, quick-
release buckles and a carrying case. 

Catering to the Scent Obsessed Bowhunter

Robinson Outdoor's Boa Knee Boot is just
the ticket for the scent obsessed; including
an activated carbon filtering system
bootie and S3 antimicrobial interior treat-
ment to kill odor-causing bacteria at the
source, plus a BodyLock Technology open-
ing.

Elimitrax has been field tested using pro-
fessional tracking hounds and shown to
be an effective barrier between the
ground and hunter that leaves no traces
of human odors behind. This means
accessing stands without leaving the
slightest olfactory clues behind.
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“Insulated boot models are easi-
er,” says Jones. “There isn’t a lot of fit-
ting time involved because there’s lit-
tle serious hiking done in them, and
they’re also cushioned pretty well.”
Sales pitches in this category normal-
ly involve temperature ratings and
special features. 

Boot displays are normally easy, a
small space (say 10x20 feet) with a
bench or chairs really is all you need
(boot customers need to sit down).
You provide the wall space and man-
ufacturers provide display shelves.
Manufacturers also provide special-
purchase displays and point-of-pur-
chase materials like catalogs or give-
aways. Where you situate boot dis-
plays in a bow-shop context should
differ from traditional sporting goods
stores. Normally boots are situated in
the rear of the building where cus-
tomers must walk past other mer-
chandise to reach them. Since bows
and arrows are the main attraction at
most bowhunting retailers, here it’s
better to hit customers with boots up
front. Displays should include boots
of the same size, so customers can
compare bulkiness and lines head to
head, generally smaller sizes (men 8-
1/2, stocked from inventory, as manu-
facturers don’t provide display boots)
have the most shelf appeal.

Storage is also important, an area
where bulky boxes can be stacked
neatly out of sight. After extensive
experience, Jones recommends keep-
ing two or three pairs of each size 9 to
12 – the most common sizes he
encounters. Keeping a handful of size
8 and size 13 is also a good idea.
Customers with small or large feet
normally understand the need for
special ordering. Manufactures typi-
cally tolerate returns, so you won’t be
stuck with special orders if things
don’t work out. 

Offering a 90 day layaway plan
can help move boots during lean
times, though Jones points out most
of his customers pay for boots out-
right. 

“Boots are a bread-and-butter
item for me. They make me money,”
Jones concluded. 
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Extreme cold means different things in different regions. To me “extreme”
implies any temperatures in the minus bracket. Many of the cold-weather
boots discussed above make viable options in cold climates (especially com-
bined with chemical toe warmers) but extreme conditions boot blankets are an
excellent alternative to sometimes clumsy pac boots.

LaCrosse was spawned of frigid climates, so cold-weather footwear is one
of their specialties. Their latest wares include higher weight-to-warmth ratios
than ever. The awesome Hunt Pac Extreme HD is footwear bowhunters can
count on when the mercury drops below freezing. The 5.4 pound Extreme
includes full-grain leather upper with 1,000 denier nylon, Mossy Oak Break-Up
panels, comfort collar and rugged abrasion-resistant toe and heel caps. Inside
are 100 percent waterproof Hyper-Dri liners, an incredible 2,000 grams of
Thinsulate Ultra Insulation (one of the highest insulation content of any hunt-
ing boot made), removable EVA footbed and thick, cushioning EVA midsole,
preventing cold seepage through frozen stand platforms. Ice Grip outsoles pro-
vide sure grip in icy and snowy conditions.

ArcticShield/Absolute Outdoors (320-252-2056; www.absoluteout-
doorsinc.com) offers Onyx ArcticShield Boot Insulators. ArcticShield is a heat-
resistant thermal technology that traps heat inside special material layers,
actively reflecting heat back into the interior while also turning away cold, wind
and moisture from the outside. Boot Insulators slip right over a customer’s
boots; keeping feet warm so they can stay in their stand or blind longer. They
are windproof and water-resistant, and constructed of a polyester shell and
liner to remain lightweight and packable. They easily roll up and fit into most
pockets or daypacks while hiking into a stand. They are offered in Mossy Oak

Infinity and Realtree AP (and
black).Similar products are also
offered by Ice Breaker (800-343-2668;
www.icebreaker.com).

For Beating Extreme Cold

Standard hiking boots with boot blanket
over-boots are a great cold-weather
alternative to clunky arctic pacs. Arctic
Shield's Boot Blankets are one of the best
in this arena.
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